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Abstract— Cloud computing is that concept which is emerging and combining the concept of many fields in networks and 

mobile end users. The foundation of cloud computing is the delivery of services, software and processing capacity over the 

Internet, reducing cost, increasing storage, automating systems, decoupling of service delivery from underlying 

technology, and providing flexibility and mobility of information. However, the actual realization of these benefits is far 

from being achieved for mobile applications and open many new research questions. In order to better understand how to 

facilitate the building of mobile cloud-based applications, we have surveyed existing work in mobile computing through 

the prism of cloud computing principles. We give a definition of mobile cloud computing and provide an overview of the 

results from this review, in particular, models of mobile cloud applications. We also highlight research challenges in the 

area of mobile cloud computing. We conclude with recommendations for how this better understanding of mobile cloud 

computing can help building more powerful mobile applications. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 
Mobile devices allow users to run powerful applications that take advantage of the growing availability of built-in 

sensing and better data exchange capabilities of mobile devices. As a result, mobile applications seamlessly integrate 

with real-time data streams and Web 2.0 applications, such as opencollaboration, social networking and mobile 

commerce. The mobile execution platform is being used for more and more tasks, e.g., for playing games; capturing, 

editing, and uploading video; handling finances; managing personal health, micro payments, ticket purchase, 

interactingwith ubiquitous computing infrastructures. Even mobile device hardware and mobile networks continue 

to evolve and to improve, mobile devices will always be resource-poor, less secure, with unstable connectivity, and 

with less energy since they are powered by battery. Resource poverty is major obstacle for many applications. 

Therefore, computation on mobile devices will always involve a compromise. Mobile devices can be seen as entry 

points and interface of cloud online services. Recently, has been discussed what cloud computing really means. 

According to NIST cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to computing 

resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort. The combination of cloud 

computing, wireless communication infrastructure, portable computing devices, location-based services, mobile 

Web, etc., has laid the foundation for a novel computing model, called mobile cloud computing, which allowsusers 

an online access to unlimited computing power and storage space. Taking the cloud computing features in the 

mobile domain, we define: “Mobile cloud computing is a model for transparent elasticaugmentation of mobile 

device capabilities via ubiquitous wireless access to cloud storage and computing resources, with context-aware 

dynamic adjusting of offloading in respect to change in operating conditions, while preserving available sensing and 

interactivity capabilities of mobile devices.” For example, On Live executes video games in the cloud and delivers 
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video stream to resource-poor clients without interrupting the game experience. Many other examples where the 

cloud can augment mobile devices can be envisioned, e.g. virus scan, mobile file system indexing, augmented reality 

applications. In our survey we consider smart mobile devices that include devices continuously connected to the 

Internet, with handheld form and a large, high quality graphics display and significantbut limited computing power. 

To make this vision a reality beyond simple services, mobile cloud computing has many hurdles to overcome. 

Existing cloud computing tools tackle only specific problems such as parallelized processing on massive data 

volumes, flexible virtual machine (VM) management or large data storage. However, these tools provide little 

support for mobile clouds. The full potential of mobile cloud applications can only be unleashed, if computation and 

storage is offloaded into the cloud, but without hurting user interactivity, introducing latency or limiting application 

possibilities. The applications should benefit from the rich built-in sensors which open new doorways to more smart 

mobile applications. As the mobile environments change, the application has to shift computation between device 

and cloud without operation interruptions, considering many external and internal parameters. The mobile cloud 

computing model needs to address the mobile constraints in success to supporting “unlimited” computing 

capabilities for applications.Such model should be applicable to different scenarios. Theresearch challenges include 

how to abstract the complex heterogeneousunderlying technology, how to model all the differentparameters that 

influence the performance and interactivityof the application, how to achieve optimal adaptation underdifferent 

constraints, how to integrate computation and storagewith the cloud while preserving privacy and security.In this 

paper, we provide a systematic and comparativedescription of mobile application models that go along with 

thecloud computing ideas. Therefore, a new architecturedesign model for mobile applications that operates with 

thecloud needs to be adopted. In rest of the paper, we go along the connection betweenmobile and cloud computing. 

We start by briefly checkingthe current status in mobile application models and theirdrawback. Next, we categorize, 

examine and compare different novel promising application models that fit to mobile cloud computing paradigm and 

compare them. In the next section we outline the research challengesahead. In the final section we conclude our 

paper. 

 

 

II. MOTIVATION: THE NEED FOR A MOBILE CLOUD 

 

The case for mobile cloud computing can be argued by consideringthe unique advantages of empowered mobile 

computing, anda wide range of potential mobile cloud applications have been recognizedin the literature. These 

applications fall into different areassuch as image processing, natural language processing, sharingGPS, sharing 

Internet access, sensor data applications, querying,crowd computing and multimedia search. However, as explained 

in , applications that involve distributed computation do havecertain common characteristics, such as having data 

with easily detectablesegment boundaries, and the time to recombine partial resultsinto a complete result must also 

be small. An example is string-matching/manipulation such as grep and word frequency counters.The different 

applications and scenarios presented in recent literatureare described in detail below: 

1. Image processing: In, the authors have experimented withrunning GOCR, 1an optical character recognition 

(OCR) programon a collection of mobile devices. In a real life scenario, thiswould be useful in a case of a foreign 

traveler who takes animage of a street sign, performs OCR to extract the words, andtranslates words into a known 

language.  

2. Natural language processing: As mentioned above, languagetranslation is one possible application, and this is 

mentioned in as a useful tool for foreign travelers to communicatewith locals. Translation is a viable candidate since 

different sentences and paragraphs can be translated independently, and this is experimentally explored in using 

Pangloss-Lite .Text-to-speech is also mentioned in , where a mobile usermay prefer having a file read to them, 

especially in case of thevisually impaired. 

3. Sharing GPS/Internet data: It is more efficient to share dataamong a group of mobile devices that are near each 

other, through local-area or peer-to-peer networks.  

 

III. CLOUD PLATFORM 

 

Cloud Platforms are basically the hosts that provide the required resources (computational power, storage, Web 

access etc) to theclient. It is an arrangement for executing software applications in a logically abstract environment 

comprising of various utility cloud services .Cloud platform is a platform which enables developers to write or 

design applications that run on cloud, or enable clients to utilizethe services provided by the cloud, or both. It is the 

cloud Platform that is responsible for providing an application its specifiedenvironment for its execution without the 

need of buying and managing its corresponding hardware and software requirements .It is through the cloud 
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platform, the service provider arranges an operating system and a development environment where client’srequired 

application is developed or executed on demand. Further customer is required only to develop or install the 

necessary applications. Cloud computing is being driven by cloud providers including Amazon, Google, and Yahoo 

as well astraditional vendors including Hewlett Packard, IBM, Intel, Microsoft and are adopted by different users, 

ranging from an individual tolarge enterprises including General Electric, Procter & Gamble and Valeo. Few well-

known cloud platforms are: 

• Amazon Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2)  

• Google App Engine (GAE)  

• Force.com  

• Microsoft Azure  

• Hyrax [14] 

• Tumb_in_cloud  

 

IV. CURRENT STATUS IN MOBILE APPLICATIONS 

 

Mobile computingenvironments are characterized by severe resources constraintsand frequent changes in operating 

conditions. Mobile devicesinherently have and will continue to have limited resources as processing power, memory 

capacity, display size, and inputforms. These have been the forming factors of existing mobile application 

approaches. 

A. Offline Applications 

Most of the applications available for modern mobile devices fall into this category. They act as fat client that 

processesthe presentation and business logic layer locally on mobiledevices with data downloaded from backend 

systems. Thereis periodical synchronization between the client and backendsystem. A fat client is a networked 

application with mostresources available locally, rather than distributed over anetwork as is the case with a thin 

client.Offline applications, also often called native applications,offer: 

• good integration with device functionality and access to its features 

• performance optimized for specific hardware and multitasking 

• always available capabilities, even without network connectivity 

On the other hand, the native applications have manydisadvantages: 

• no portability to other platforms 

• complex code 

• increased time to market 

• a requirement for developers to learn new programming languages 

 

 

B. Online Applications 

An online application assumes that the connection between mobile devices and backend systems is available most of 

the time. Smart phones are popular due to the power and utility of their applications, but there are problems such as 

cross-platform issues. Here Web technologies can overcome them; applications based on Web technology are a 

powerful alternative to native applications. Mobile has the potential to overcome some of the disadvantages of 

offline applications because they are: 

• multi-platform 

• directly accessible from anywhere 

• knowledge of Web technologies is widespread among developers, greatly minimizing the      learning curve  

requiredto start creating mobile applications 

However, mobile Web applications have disadvantages: 

• no access to device’s features such as camera or motiondetection 

• Difficulties in handling complex scenarios that requirekeeping communication session a over longer period 

oftime. 

 

 

C. Issues with offline and online mobile applications 

Current applications are statically partitioned, i.e. most of the execution happens on the device or on backend 

systems. However, mobile clients could face wide variations and rapid changes in network conditions and local 

resource availability when accessing remote data and services. As a result, one partitioning model does not satisfy 
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all application types and devices. In order to enable applications and systems to continue to operate in such dynamic 

environments, mobile cloud applications must react with dynamical adjusting of the computing functionality 

between the mobile device and cloud depending on circumstances. In other words, the computation of clients and 

cloud has to be adaptive in response to the changes in mobile environments. 

 
III. CHALLENGES AND THEIR POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

 

In order to get pervasive and ubiquitous environment for cloud computing in mobile applications we need to get 

across various stages of mobile infrastructure, which are responsible for added network latency and transmission 

delay. Efficiency of delivering services/apps is needed to be increased in order to achieve goal of access anywhere 

and with whatever device. Using cloud computing concept in mobile world is all about supplying mobile 

applications and services in the cloud, enabled through cloud service providers and then deliver it to end-users 

mobile handsets over the Internet when required. So in making remote applications available to mobile devices by 

the use of cloud computing, main entities of this arrangement are: 

•   Mobile device 

•   Network (through which mobile devices are accessing cloud) 

•   Mobile Applications 

•   Security 

All of these elements have some extent of challenges or we can say that expectations attached to themselves which 

are discussed here. 

 

A. Challenges regarding mobile devices 

1) Limited energy source of mobile devices: To change the default, adjust the template as follows. Power capacity 

of mobile devices is based on their batteries whose capacity is limited so it is very important to maximize the battery 

life. More and more application execution in the cloud means more battery saving but in general it is not possible to 

completely transfer the whole application execution to the cloud. For example basic functions like opening of an 

application, inputting data and displaying result of processing obviously need to run on device. We can just partition 

application function which is to be offloaded to the cloud and which is to be carried out on device itself. In case of 

mobile devices energy is basically used for displaying different element and for internet connectivity . If display 

element is taken under consideration then we can divide mobile application into two major categories, one is display 

applications and second is non-display application. Display and sophisticated applications need larger battery packs 

as they have to run larger displays while non-display applications generally have very little display usages. Some 

non-display applications like virus scanning, etc are most suited for being offloaded to cloud. For immersive 

applications, execution offload flexibility is even more constrained, as application functions running on server and 

device are tightly coupled. For this reason, the battery-saving strategy for immersive applications typically comes 

down to finding the least costly path for connecting to the cloud servers and minimizing latency to maintain high 

interactivity. For smart phones, Wi-Fi represents the less costly path (with 23% less energy consumption) in 

comparison to GPRS in a web browsing scenario. If we ignore the maintenance of GPRS connection (for example, 

for non-phone devices like tablets) then the power consumption of GPRS versus Wi-Fi is even starker, with Wi-Fi 

using just one third of the energy of GPRS. 

 

2) Resource poverty of Mobile Devices: Comparison of desktop pc with any mobile device shows that on what cost 

this feature of mobility is being achieved. As compared to a fixed device, mobile devices in general have: 

•  3 times less processing power 

•  8 times less memory 

•  5 times less storage capacity 

•  10 times less network bandwidth 
So in general we can say that this resource deficiency is one of the major reason for the adoption of mobile cloud 

computing. In order to overcome this limitation of mobile devices, resources are added to the cloud infrastructure 

and can be used anytime on requirement, providing a seamless user experience for advanced applications. Even after 

continuous improvements in mobile device performances‟, the disparity between the resource constraints of mobile 

and fixed devices will remain and must be accounted for in the types of application selected for mobile cloud 

computing . 

 

B. Challenges regarding network 
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1) Inherent Challenges of Wireless Network: Wireless network is base for carrying out cloud computing and it has 

its own intrinsic nature and constraints. These challenges complicate its design for mobile devices even more in 

comparison to the fixed cloud computing. Fixed broadband is supported by consistent network bandwidth while 

wireless connectivity is characterized by variable data rates, less throughput, longer latency and intermittent 

connectivity due to gaps in coverage. Subscriber mobility and uncontrollable factors like weather are also 

responsible for varying bandwidth capacity and coverage . 

2) Various Network Access Schemes: For implementing cloud computing to mobile devices basic requirement is to 

have an access to network. In mobile world there are heterogeneous access scenario with different access 

technologies like WiMAX, WLAN, 3G, GPRS and so on, each one with their own schemes, policies, offerings and 

restrictions. Due to the existence of different access schemes we need seamless connection handover schemes (to 

avoid connection failure and connection reestablishment) when we move from one network access point to another 

network access point. 

3) Reducing Network Latency: Factor responsible for overall delay response of applications is: 

•   Processing time at the data center 

•   Processing time on the device 

•   Network latency 

•   Data transport time 

Processing time involved is based on application and we can’t do so much for it. But yes measures can be taken to 

improve the network latency. Keeping the applications as close to the users can reduce latency delay as latency is 

significantly affected by distance. Heavy data like video and podcasts if kept closer to the device then it will save 

bandwidth and cuts transmission delay. Similar is the case with highly immersive apps, such as real-time translation. 

Latency can be positively improved by allowing service providers to re-route internet traffic logically based on the 

location and cache capabilities, and can save bandwidth effectively. 

4) Lack of Speedy Mobile Internet Access Everywhere: In order to get speedy mobile internet access new 

technologies like HTML5 are being developed. They provide facility of local caching. Researchers are working to 

get a better way of accessing mobile web other than browser. Technologies like OMA's Smartcard Web Server are 

being introduced just to provide a better access to mobile web. OMA's Smartcard Web Server, which is basically a 

souped-up SIM card that connects directly with the carrier to provide applications to mobile phones. TokTok allows 

voice enabled access to web services like Gmail and Google Calendar. Through these voice-enabled searches, 

mobile apps talk directly to the service itself sitting on the edge of the network, avoiding the requirement to launch a 

web browser and navigate through the mobile web. In order to resolve this connectivity problem existing with 

mobile devices, most of the providers are offering 4G/Long Term Evolution (LTE) services. These services provide 

advantages of data storage capacity, plug and play features, low latency, and they also supports both FDD and TDD 

using the same platform. According to the requirement, sometime LTE is also loaded on speed as it 

is capable of providing download peak rates of 100 Mbps and upload of 50 Mbps . 

5) Seamless Connection Handover: In order to provide data communication using cellular network mobile 

operators are trying to set up Wi-Fi Aps on street so that offload traffic of Wi-Fi systems can be reduced, resulting in 

reduced cellular traffic congestion. But in this arrangement basic requirement is to provide seamless connection 

handover between access networks. Currently executing application is terminated or returns error when we move 

from one access point of network to another access point of network or we move from Wi-Fi network to 3G-based 

cellular network due to occurrence of communication failure and connection reestablishment situation. Problem of 

Communication failure is described as broken-pipe problem and it can be resolved by having communication 

channel with flushing zero window notification. And problem of connection reestablishment is defined by bind 

error, and can be resolved by implementing TCP port inheritance during socket reconstruction. No additional 

messages for channel clearing are introduced and no modifications are imposed on TCP protocol stack during TCP 

port inheritance. Approach of TCP inheritance is independent of the internal architecture of current 3G cellular 

networks as it is purely based on end-to-end architecture. By imposing Zero window advertising and TCP port 

inheritance our open network connections can be preserved and even server sockets also. 

6) Bandwidth: Now a day accessing social media sites (e.g., YouTube, Facebook, etc) through mobile is becoming 

very popular. But these sites generally require more bandwidth in comparison to the traditional sites. If number of 

clients using social media of any 

 

IV.CONCLUSION 
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Implementation of cloud computing in mobile applications is going to be a trend in the future since it combines the 

advantages of both mobile computing and cloud computing, thereby providing optimal services for mobile users. 

Mobile cloud computing aims to empower the mobile user by providing a seamless and rich functionality, regardless 

of the resource limitations of mobile devices. Although still in its infancy, mobile cloud computing could become 

the dominant model for mobile applications in the future. There are numerous new mobile applications that a mobile 

cloud framework can enable, when many more resources can be made available to the mobile device (via the mobile 

cloud facility). The future could also explore the potential of local mobile clouds formed from collections 

of computers in ubiquitous devices in shoes, clothing, watches, jewelry, furniture and other everyday objects, as 

indeed such embedded computers will become more powerful. There is also potential to have context sources or 

sensors (and sensor networks) in the vicinity of a mobile user sold as services to the mobile user, to support context-

aware applications. However, challenges are present in order to ‘‘elastically’’ on-demand form clouds of services 

and resources efficiently, seamlessly and in a robust manner. 
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